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Bare infinitive and to infinitive exercises pdf
Understanding what the bare infinitive is, how we use and when we use it is a very important building block for effective English grammar skills. My article on the bare infinitive (from The English Tenses Practical Grammar Guide) should give a solid understanding of how the bare infinitive works as a
grammar word. But how can you practice that understanding? The following is a quick exercise to test if you can see when the bare infinitive is used. Answers are given below. Read the following sentences and decide if the underlined word is a bare infinitive. If not, what type of word is it? Did he wash the
dishes? We have gone to the theatre three times this week. I might buy some dungarees. Next Tuesday, Margie and I will see a movie together. Little dogs bark more than big ones. Playing the piano is my favourite thing to do. We should go. Does your mother know our priest? Now we know what
happened. Did they hear what we said? It is a terrible shame that they never came. She has been here for a very long time. How is the weather in Idaho? It might rain. Does the driver have enough fuel? This woman has had too much fun for one day. My favourite necklace was stolen from me. Did that
make much sense? I could drink another cup of tea. There are some strange people watching. Bare infinitive Past participle Bare infinitive Bare infinitive Present simple verb Infinitive Bare infinitive Bare infinitive Present simple verb Bare infinitive Past simple verb Past participle Present simple verb Bare
infinitive Bare infinitive Past participle Past simple verb Bare infinitive Bare infinitive Present participle You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 4 to 6 are not shown in this preview. › Cram Up › Grammar › Infinitive, Gerund › Exercise The word to is frequently used with an infinitive, but it is not an essential
part or sign of it. When an infinitive is used without the marker to it is called a bare infinitive. Uses of the bare infinitive The infinitive is used without to after certain verbs like bid, let, make, see, hear, need, dare etc. I bade him go. (NOT I bade him to go.) Let him sit there. (NOT Let him to sit there.) She
made me cry. (NOT She made me to cry.) I heard him sing a lovely song. (NOT I heard him to sing a lovely song.) The bare infinitive is also used after the verbs will, would, shall, should, may, might, can, could and must. I will wait. (NOT I will to wait.) You must obey my instructions. (NOT You must to
obey my instructions.) He can speak five languages. (NOT He can to speak five languages.) You should come to school in time. (NOT You should to come to school in time.) The infinitive is also used without to after had better, would rather, sooner than and rather than. You had better ask his permission.
(NOT You had better to ask his permission.) I would rather die than surrender. (NOT I would rather to die than surrender.) He would rather play than work. The infinitive form of a verb is the verb in its basic form, with or without the particle ‘to’. It is the version of the verb that appears in the dictionary.
Types of infinitive The infinitive without 'to' is called the bare infinitive, or the base form of a verb. This is the verb’s most basic form. talk sleep have think The infinitive with to is called the full infinitive, or the to-infinitive. to talk to sleep to have to think TOP TIP –
When you use a full infinitive verb, the ‘to’ is part of the verb, not a preposition. An infinitive verb is never conjugated. ‘They went from walking to running really quickly” You may think that ‘to running’ is an infinitive but the ‘-ing’ ending means it is not. This is a gerund. Using the bare infinitive 1. The bare
infinitive is used as the main verb after the auxiliary verb ‘do’, or most modal auxiliary verbs ‘should, can, will, etc.’ I should do my English homework. You can play the tambourine. 2. The bare infinitive is also used after common verbs of perception with a direct object (watch, hear, feel), and common verbs
of permission or causation (make, have, let). I felt it move! I let the dog finish my food. 3. The bare infinitive also sometimes follows the question word ‘why’. Using the full infinitive 1. The full infinitive can be used to express purpose, or to answer the question ‘why?’ Tom went to his friend’s house to play
computer games. Caroline bought some ingredients to bake a cake. We can explain why using the phrase ‘in order to’ or ‘in order not to’. We went shopping in order to buy a gift. The full infinitive itself can be used to mean ‘in order to’. Alyson works hard to earn a lot of money. = Alyson works hard in
order to earn a lot of money. 2. The full infinitive is used after certain verbs, particularly verbs of thinking, feeling and saying. I decided to forget what Linda said. Beth loves to dance. They agreed to go to the cinema together. 3. The full infinitive is used after certain adjectives, either to give reason or to
give opinions. I’m so pleased to hear about Lucy’s new job! = I am pleased because I have heard about Lucy’s new job. Our teacher speaks English so quickly it is impossible to understand her. = In my opinion it is impossible understanding the teacher. Share this with your friends author: Cristobal
Gomez (103 Posts) Cristobal is the Global Marketing Manager of Kaplan International Languages; and he’s based in London HQ. Born in Málaga, Spain, Cris has always had a passion for languages; learning English as a second language himself. Cris has worked for in a wide variety of roles for different
companies in the ELT space. Over the last four years, Cris has worked in administration, school operations, sales, managed a Juniors’ camp and is now busy running around with a clipboard in marketing. Cris is a musician, a basketballer and self-professed “gamer”. bare infinitive and to infinitive
exercises pdf. gerund bare infinitive and to infinitive exercises. when to use full infinitive and bare infinitive. full infinitive and bare infinitive examples. what is full infinitive and bare infinitive
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